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We study the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in InAs/GaSb and InAs quantum wells. We show through temperatureand gate-dependent magnetotransport measurements of weak antilocalization that the dominant spin-orbit
relaxation mechanism in our low-mobility heterostructures is Elliott-Yafet and not Dyakonov-Perel in the form
of the Rashba or Dresselhaus SOI as previously suggested. We compare our findings with recent work on this
material system and show that the SOI length lies within the same range. The SOI length may be controlled using
an electrostatic gate, opening up prospects for developing spintronic applications.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.155307

I. INTRODUCTION

InAs/GaSb heterostructures have seen renewed research
interest in recent years. Early work focused on coupling a
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in the InAs layer with
a 2D hole gas in the GaSb layer, creating hybridized electronhole quantum states [1–8]. Much later, it was predicted
that a topologically insulating state could be created in an
InAs/GaSb heterostructure [9] by using band inversion due
to the band-edge positions of the conduction and valence
bands in InAs and GaSb, respectively, to create an energy
gap in the bulk and counterpropagating spin-polarized helical edge states, known as the quantum spin-Hall effect
(QSHE). Shortly after this theoretical prediction the bulk
topological gap was demonstrated experimentally [10], and
recent research has focused on demonstrating spin-polarized
edge transport and confirmation of the existence of the
QSHE [11–20].
The Rashba spin-orbit interaction (SOI) has been studied in 2DEGs in several InAs and InGaAs quantum-well
(QW) heterostructures [21–28]. The SOI gives rise to the
conventional spin-Hall effect (SHE), which is useful as a
means of manipulating spin in a spintronic device, while
its inverse can be used for detecting spin-polarized currents
such as those in the helical edge states generated by the
QSHE. The use of the SHE to detect such helical edge
states in this manner was recently achieved in an HgTe-based
topological insulator [29], and a similar experimental approach
could be employed in the InAs/GaSb system. One of the
underlying causes of spin relaxation is the Dyakonov-Perel
(DP) mechanism, which originates in the spatial inversion
asymmetry of the heterostructure [30]. Another contribution
is momentum scattering from phonons and impurities, known
as the Elliot-Yafet (EY) mechanism, owing to the mixing of
spin-up and spin-down states by the SOI of the lattice ions [31].
It is important to understand the effect of the proximity of
the QWs to each other, and any induced interfacial effects,
on the strength of the SOI and the relative contributions of
momentum scattering (EY) and the SOIs (DP) arising from
inversion asymmetry (bulk and structural).
2469-9950/2017/95(15)/155307(6)

Here we show, through magnetotransport weak antilocalization (WAL) measurements of the temperature and gate
dependence of the relevant scattering length scales, that
the dominant underlying spin-relaxation mechanism in our
InAs/GaSb heterostructure is EY, and not DP in the form of
the Rashba SOI owing to structural inversion symmetry, as
previously suggested [22–24,26]. We do this by demonstrating
that the length for spin relaxation may be tuned using an
electrostatic gate controlling the mean-free path. Finally, we
report our results obtained from an InAs QW, which also shows
strong indicators for the EY mechanism.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We grew InAs/GaSb heterostructures using solid-source
molecular-beam epitaxy on (100) GaAs substrates, with
varying thicknesses of the InAs and GaSb layer and varying
AlSb barriers. A buffer of AlSb/GaAlSb was used to relax
lattice mismatch strain and provide a pseudosubstrate for
growth of the electrically active QW layers. The structures are
capped with GaSb to prevent oxidation. The layer structures
of the two heterostructures studied here are shown in Fig. 1;
they are labeled A and B and are thus referred to throughout.
Magnetotransport measurements were performed in the
temperature range 0.3-1.5 K using an Oxford Instruments Heliox AC-V 3 He system with a 12-T superconducting magnet,
and at temperatures above 1.5 K an Oxford Instruments 4 He
flow cryostat with an 8-T superconducting magnet was used.
In all measurements, the field was applied perpendicular to
the plane of the device. Measurements were performed using
a 50-μm wide and 250-μm long Hall bar geometry, fabricated
by optical lithography, using a wet-etching process to define
the mesa, and 100-nm thick AuGeNi to form contacts that are
Ohmic at all temperatures regardless of prior annealing. The
top gate stack comprises a 30-nm thick layer of Al2 O3 with a
100-nm thick Cr/Au electrode. The back gate was fabricated
by depositing and annealing AuGeNi on the highly doped
substrate. An optical microscope image of a typical device is
shown in an inset to Fig. 2. In addition, square and Greek cross
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III. RESULTS

FIG. 1. Comparison of the two wafers studied. The substrates
are n-doped; the InAs/GaSb wafer A has an interface doping with
Si atoms of 1011 cm−2 . The charge-carrier densities, mobilities, and
characteristic lengths are given at 1.7 K.

van der Pauw geometries were used. Electrical measurements
were performed using an ac current excitation of 1 μA or 100
nA at 119.77 Hz and voltages were measured using Stanford
Research Systems model 830 lock-in amplifiers.

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance of an InAs/GaSb QW Hall bar sample
(wafer A) at 340 mK and applied magnetic field of up to 12 T.
Inset (top): Optical micrograph of the gated Hall bar geometry used
here with labels for contacts (S = source, D = drain, G = gate, L =
longitudinal voltage, H = Hall voltage). Inset (bottom): Low-field
magnetoresistance highlighting the WAL dip at zero field.

Carrier densities and mobilities at 1.7 K are given in
Fig. 1 for both wafers. The carrier density was calculated
from the Hall voltage, which was fully linear for low fields
and displays plateaus for high fields in accordance with the
Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations. The majority carriers
are electrons, determined from the sign of the Hall coefficient.
There was no evidence of band inversion for top-, back-, or
double-gated devices, perhaps due to the high carrier density
and low mobility, so we cannot contribute to present arguments
regarding recent findings for SOI close to the charge-neutrality
point [32].
Both wafers A and B exhibit WAL. Figure 2 depicts the
magnetoresistance for wafer A, in which there is a GaSb
layer next to the InAs QW between the AlSb barriers. At
low fields the behavior shows the characteristic dip of WAL,
which may be seen more clearly in the inset, with transitions
to weak localization and negative magnetoresistance above
500 mT, which suggests that a high density of impurities is
present [30]. This would also explain the low mobility and
high carrier density across all devices fabricated from this
wafer. Other reasons for the unusually low mobility could be
lattice mismatch or other interface effects.
Angular-dependent measurements showed that the WAL
and the Hall voltage are a sinusoidal function of the angle and
vanish for an in-plane magnetic field, which demonstrates the
two-dimensional nature of the carrier confinement within the
QW.
The magnetoconductivity for all devices for different
temperatures and applied gate voltages was fitted with the
Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) model [33], which gives us
three fitting parameters as characteristic lengths: the SOI
length lSO , which gives the average distance traveled by an
electron before a flip in spin occurs, the mean-free path le
between elastic scattering events, and the phase-coherence
length lφ between inelastic scattering events. An example fit
is shown in Fig. 3. The fit matches the experimental data
points for the low-field range and results are independent of
the chosen interval as long as it stays in the area in which WAL
is present [below 400 mT (A) or 200 mT (B)]. Beyond that it
deviates owing to the negative high-field magnetoresistance.
An advantage of low-mobility samples lies in the distinct
WAL of the magnetoresistance, which can be more precisely
fitted to obtain characteristic lengths. Accordingly, wafer
A shows smaller errors for the characteristic lengths than
wafer B, which has a higher mobility and lower carrier
density (see Fig. 1). A disadvantage is the damping of
the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations for high fields, so that
only one oscillation (or two for wafer B) is visible and we
cannot report high-field SOI values through measurements
of beating in the SdH oscillations, another common magnetotransport technique [22,24,26,34]. However, for certain
materials the values for SOI extracted at low field from
WAL are more accurate than the values deduced from highfield beating in the SdH oscillations as the latter include
the Zeeman effect [25] or intersubband scattering [35]
which causes additional uncertainty in the fast Fourier
transform method used to determine the spin-split carrier
densities [36].
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FIG. 3. Change in conductivity for an InAs/GaSb QW Hall bar
sample (wafer A) at 1.7 K as a function of perpendicular magnetic
field. The black data points show the measured values; the red solid
line shows the HLN model fit with the following fit parameters:
lSO = 147 nm, le = 77 nm, and lϕ = 289 nm. The fit and data match
for the pictured low-field range; for higher fields the background
negative magnetoresistance leads to deviation from this behavior and
is excluded from the fit. Inset: The absolute change in sheet resistance
for low fields as a function of temperature on a log scale. The black
data points show the measured values; the red solid line shows a linear
fit.

A. Temperature dependence

The change in resistance due to WAL, i.e., the quantum
correction to the conduction at low temperatures for low fields,
shows a logarithmic temperature dependence (Fig. 3 inset)
which is the expected dependence for WAL due to the powerlaw behavior of the lifetimes (spin/elastic/inelastic scattering),
which can be converted to the lengths reported here [37].
The temperature dependence of the three characteristic
lengths for wafer A is shown in Fig. 4. For low temperatures (up
to about 5 K), a T −1/2 behavior is seen in the phase-coherence
length, with a linear increase in the mean-free path and SOI
length. For higher temperatures (above 5 K) the latter two have
a very weak temperature dependence and the phase-coherence
length decreases linearly with increasing temperature. This
suggests that electron-electron interactions are the dominant
inelastic scattering mechanism for temperatures below ∼5 K
and that the electron-phonon interaction dominates at temperatures above that value [38]. The temperature independence
of the elastic and SOI lengths suggests that these scattering
rates are dominated by impurities, which corresponds to the
analysis of the magnetoresistance data and suggests that the EY
mechanism dominates in this heterostructure. The exponential
drop in mean-free path for the lowest temperatures (below
about 1 K) is paralleled by the SOI length as expected for
our conclusion but cannot be explained, as, for example,
a freezing out of the impurities would show an opposite
trend.
The inset in Fig. 6 shows the equivalent temperature
dependence for of the SOI length for wafer B. It follows the

FIG. 4. Characteristic lengths from the HLN fit as a function of
temperature for the InAs/GaSb wafer (A). In agreement with the
model, WAL only occurs for temperatures where lϕ is of the order of
lSO or around (∼50 K; see also the inset in Fig. 3).

same behavior in the temperature range from 1.6 to 12 K as
wafer A for higher temperatures. The characteristic lengths for
both wafers at 1.7 K are listed in Fig. 1. In accordance with our
interpretation of the magnetoresistance and the temperature
behavior, a weaker SOI is seen for the lower carrier-density
wafer (B), which is the expected trend for the EY mechanism,
but could also be explained by the DP mechanism, which
originates in the missing bulk-inversion symmetry [30]. The
longer elastic and inelastic scattering lengths coincide with
the high carrier mobility and can be explained with a lower
impurity concentration, which would also lead to a shorter SOI
length in the EY mechanism.
B. Gate dependence

With the double- (top and back) gated Hall bar samples for
wafer A, the electrical transport properties (Hall sheet carrier
density and mean-free path) could be varied by around 10%.
The bottom inset in Fig. 5 shows that as the external electric
field is made more negative the SOI length becomes shorter due
to a change in mobility. We interpret this negative dependence
as another reason to disregard Dresselhaus SOI as a dominant
factor in our samples, because the SOI length would then
be independent of changes in the local electric field. This
is consistent with single InAs QWs, where the Dresselhaus
term was responsible for less than 5% of the SOI [39]. The
Rashba SOI length (structural or interface inversion symmetry)
is theoretically predicted to be also controllable by a gate
voltage, but previous experiments for InAs QWs did not
provide a definite experimental confirmation of the sign of
the correlation. They either did not vary carrier density [22]
or did so by illumination with a light-emitting diode, rather
than applying a gate voltage [23]. Experiments with gate
voltages either reported no gate dependence [24] or a negative
dependence for top-gate voltages [26] as in our samples. Most
recently Kim et al. found that the dependence is determined
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TABLE I. Comparison of the reported minimal SOI lengths derived from the largest spin-splitting parameter α reported, calculated
with the accompanying effective mass m∗ or the value taken from
literature (m∗ = 0.023 electron mass).
Author
Luo et al. [22]
Heida et al. [24]
Grundler [26]
Schierholz et al. [27]
Kim et al. (2014) [28]
Kim et al. (2013) [21]
Park et al. [39]
InAs/GaSb (this work)
InAs (this work)

FIG. 5. SOI length as a function of the mean-free path controlled
by an applied top- and back-gate voltage for wafer A at 1.7 K. Inset
(top): Calculated band diagram showing the lowest conduction and
the highest valence band energy; the band inversion inside the QW is
also clearly evident. The Fermi level lies between the two band edges
and only the first subband is populated. Inset (bottom): SOI length
as a function of the Hall mobility controlled by an applied top-gate
voltage for wafer A at 340 mK.

by the QW potential gradient in accordance with theoretical
predictions [21,28,40]. So, the negative dependence we report
here could be caused by DP with Rashba SOI or EY.
IV. DISCUSSION

The top inset in Fig. 5 shows the calculated band diagram
of the InAs/GaSb heterostructure of wafer A. We performed
the calculation with nextnano3 , a three-dimensional Poisson
and Schrödinger solver [41]. There is only a small positive
difference in energy across the InAs layer of ∼30 meV. It is
unlikely that such a small gradient would cause Rashba SOI
of the order we report here, and furthermore it would lead to a
negative dependence of the SOI length on a top-gate voltage.
It would also lead to constant mobility [42], but we see a linear
mobility dependence on gate voltage, most likely caused by
scattering from impurities. We therefore conclude that the SOI
length is varied due to changes in the mean-free path tuned by
an external gate voltage.
In Fig. 5, a linear dependence of lSO on le is seen for wafer A
as the gate voltage is varied, just as we would expect for the EY
mechanism, because spin relaxation is induced by scattering.
Therefore, the DP mechanism (arising from Dresselhaus and
Rashba SOI) seems to be negligible, as this would show a
dependence of lSO ∼ le−1 , because spin precession is restarted
by scattering [30,43].
To compare our reported SOI length value with the Rashba
parameter α from other experiments with InAs QWs, we used
α=

h̄2
m∗ lSO

(1)

to calculate the SOI length for different sources. We note that
there is a variation in the reported accompanying effective

Min. lSO (nm)

m∗

154
317
47
167
221
237
473
150
380

0.055
0.040
0.036
0.026
0.050

mass m∗ . The results are presented in Table I and show that
SOI length due to the EY mechanism that we measure here is
in the range of the reported Rashba SOI lengths and cannot
be neglected in a thorough investigation of spin-relaxation
mechanisms.
Figure 6 shows the lSO -le curve for wafer B as the gate
voltage is varied. The linear trend we see for our InAs/GaSb is
repeated, which points to the EY mechanism. Our calculations
show an even smaller potential difference inside the QW of
10 meV, which of course could be affected by a high level
of impurities. In contrast to wafer A we do not see linear
dependence of mobility and mean-free path on gate voltage.
An explanation could be the larger variation of the transport
parameters by a higher gate voltage owing to a more stable
back gate. Therefore le is varied over a larger range and could
show dependence outside of the narrow picture of Fig. 5. We

FIG. 6. lSO -le graph for the InAs wafer (B) at 1.7 K. Only a back
gate was used to vary the transport parameters. Inset: The temperature
dependence of the three characteristic lengths obtained from the same
wafer matches the InAs/GaSb wafer (A) in the higher temperature
range. The phase-coherence length for wafer B is linear in temperature
from 1.7 up to ∼15 K, where it falls below the SOI length (which is,
as well as le , almost temperature independent) and consequently no
WAL is observable.
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conclude that it is reasonable to say that the EY mechanism
plays an important role in our InAs heterostructures but further
research is necessary.

dependence of the SOI parameter on the mean-free path,
the gate voltage, and the intrinsic carrier density have to be
considered.

V. CONCLUSION
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